Abstract. Time-delay estimation accuracy in echolocatiog systems decays for increasing levels of noise until a breakpoint is reached, after which accuracy deteriorates by several orders of magnitude. In this paper we present a robust fusion of timedelay estimates from multiple pings that significantly reduces the signal-to-noise ratio corresponding to the accuracy breakpoint. We further show that a simple average of the time-delay estimates does not shift the breakpoint to a lower signal-to-noise ratio. The proposed fusion of multiple pings has the potential of improving the resilience to noise of echolocating systems such as sonar, medical ultrasound and geo-seismic surveys, hence increasing their potential operating range and reducing healthlenvironmental hazards.
INTRODUCTION
The theory of optimal receivers shows that the matchedjilter receiver maximizes the output peak-signal-to-mean-noise (power) ratio [l] , and is the optimum method for the detection of signals in noise. Information about the distance of the target is extracted by computing the time at which the cross-correlation between the echo and a replica of the pulse is a maximum. This delay is converted into a distance by means of the sound velocity in the particular medium in consideration (e.g. water or air). This type of receiver is generally referred to as a coherent receiver. The classical theory of optimal receivers describes the accuracy of timedelay estimation by match filtering via the well-known Woodward equation, which can be derived by using a variety of methods [l] . For small SNR's, one of the parameters in the classical equation -i.e. the bandwidth -has to be modified, and the receiver is then called semicoherent. In [2] it was shown that the transition between the two types of behaviors occurs at different SNR's depending on characteristics of the pulses such as bandwidth and center frequency. With this observation, a novel system based on an adaptive choice of the pulse was proposed [2] that can improve accuracy in the case of relatively low SNR when ambiguity in the choice of the correct peak of the cross-correlation function cannot be avoided. In tbis paper we analyze the SNR breakpoint, studying the probability of choosing the correct peak &om the noisy cross-correlation function with a method similar to the one in [18], where the threshold effect was related to the existence of highly probable outliers far from the !me time-delay value. This will enable us to extend the result to the case of multiple pings without a priori knowledge on the timedelay itself. This approach is different from that used in previous work on the multiple pings and single echo case [Il, 141, where the multiple echoes for a single object are obtained artificially via multiple receivers and a unique ping. In fact, the bounds found in [II, 141 are valid only if the noise at the different receivers is totally uncorrelated or if the distance between transducer and receiver is constant, both conditions difficult to realize in practice.
SINGLE PING BREAKPOINT

Model for the antocorrelation function
In order to compute the probability of outliers, we introduce a model for the noiseless cross-correlation function envelope in the context of a semicoherent receiver. In tbis model the autocorrelation function is approximated by a piecewise constant function, with amplitude equal to A within the central interval Id of length A , and zero elsewhere. When white Gaussian noise is added to the echo the cross correlation envelope vector has a multidimensional Gaussian distribution with centers at zero for all values that are outside of the central interval, and equal to A inside that interval. We also need to consider the width of the apriori window of the cross-correlation. The width of the window corresponds to the echolocating range. While the potential error in delay estimation is reduced when the width is reduced, so is the range. If the opriori window has a length of 2L and the sampling frequency ish, then there will be N=N,+Nn=2L-I; points, N,=A% of which will be within the central bin ("correct bin"), and No outside the central bin but within the opriori window. Hence, the probability of selecting a given time location in the cross-correlation function is given by a within the Without loss of generality, we consider the case where NA and No are integers. We defme a random vector such that the fust NA random variables correspond to the amplitudes of the points within the correct bin, while the last No correspond to the amplitudes of the points outside. For a white Gaussian noise, the joint probability density function for the vector of n random variables is then given by:
The desired probability of time-delay estimation within the correct bin of the center of the cross-correlation function is given by
Accuracy breakpoint
Let T be the random variable (RV) whose probability distribution is given by equation (2). Let uA be the standard deviation (STD) of the distribution of the echo location in the central (correct) bin, and let cro be the STD of the distribution which is outside the central bin. Now, suppose we sample from the original distribution whose cumulative function is given by equation (2). For n observations, a fraction of a of them falls in the correct bin on average, while ,& fall outside. The standard deviation of the distribution will then be given by:
We defme the breakpoint (BP) as the level of noise for which the contribution of 10 to the total error becomes dominant. Thus, the root-mean-square error (RMSE) will be significantly larger than the one given by the uniform distribution on Id alone when a<cr;/(o;+cr?). We then defme the probability breakpoint to be:
It is possible to find the SNR breakpoint as the S N R value for which equation (2) equals the value in (4).
WHY DOES THE MEAN FAIL
Since the measurements from different pings are independent and identically distributed, the central limit theorem (CLT) implies that the standard deviation (error) of the averaged RV should be d" times smaller than the error made by each of the n measurements separately. This is indeed the case before the breakpoint. However, this process does not improve the situation after the breakpoint and, in particular, does not shift the breakpoint to lower SNR's. Thus, while averaging improves accuracy, it does not increase noise tolerance. Below we provide a mathematical analysis which explains why the breakpoint does not change. The measurement process described above is equivalent to sampling form a uniform distribution FA on the interval ZA with probability a and from a uniform distribution FO on the interval Io, with a central gap corresponding to Id, with probability 1. Suppose we sample n times to obtain TI, T2, ..., T, and use the sample mean as our estimate for the delay. On average, m values will be in the correct bin, TIA, T/ ,..., T, ", while fi will be sampled from the uniform distribution, TI' , T ; ,..., Tho. Then the sample mean can be decomposed into two parts:
If uA is the standard deviation of the distribution FA, and uo is the standard deviation of the distribution Fo, then, applying the CLT to the two sums in quation ( 5 ) we obtain:
The root-mean-square error will be significantly larger than the one given by the distribution FA alone when @u:>and, i.e. when a<u:/(ud2+u~). It is observed that this bound does not improve with the number of pings and is equal to the bound found for a single ping. This explains why averaging the time-delay estimates from multiple pings have not been found useful for very low levels of SNR. It should be noted that it is possible to shift the breakpoint by estimating the time delay form the averaged cross-correlation functions of all the observations, a process that would require an extremely good alignment of the cross-correlation functions. This is basically equivalent to reducing the noise level by averaging the echoes [17], which is not realistic in a situation where the sonar is not completely still with respect to the target, or where it is not practical to store the entire echo waveforms for off line processing. However, a successful implementation of this averaging can be achieved by using multiple receivers [ 11, 141.
USING THE MODE
Suppose we divide the opriori window into intervals of length A equal to the size of the correct bin, to obtain m = L2L/Aj intervals BI, Bb ..., B,, with BI = Id representing the correct bin (Fig. 1, bottom) The probability of choosing the correct bin using the mode is the probability that the number of estimates falling in the correct bin kl, is greater than the number of estimates falling in any other bin k, id:
The sum in equation (8) can be decomposed into two parts: 1) the probability P,5m that more that half of the n points fall into the correct bin; 2) the probability Pcsp6 that even if less than half of the n points fall in the correct bin, the number of points in it is greater than that of any other bin, such that P(correct bin)=P,sw+P,,oK. The probability P,spA can be written as:
The probability pl of an estimate to fall outside the correct bin is uniform over the a priori window with probabilityp=(l-a), so that the probability for it to fall in any interval of sue A is pj=(l-g)/(m-l), j t l . Substituting these values into equation (9) we obtain where a is a function of the SNR. The computation of P,Jo% is more complicated.
However, it is possible to derive an upper bound (SNR,j0%) on the SNR breakpoint for the time-delay accuracy computed by using the mode of n estimates, as the S N R for which P,,w=ao, where a 0 is given in equation ( The tighter hound corresponding to tbe total probability of choosing the correct bin will always be lower than the one derived from equation (II), i.e. SNRBpSSNR>5m. The breakpoint which the mode can achieve will be for a lower S N R than the one calculated above, which is already significantly better (Figure 2 ) than the breakpoint achieved by either a single ping or by averaging of the echo delay estimates of multiple pings.
SIMULATION RESULTS
To test the mathematical results presented in the previous sections, we developed a set of Monte Carlo simulations using a cosine packet. We fmt analyzed the histograms of the errors in the delay estimate of the ideal receiver for different SNR's ( figure 3 ). For high SNR (220dB) all the errors are small and follow the Woodward equation that corresponds to values within the central bin in figure 3a .
As the level of the noise increases, large errors in the estimates appear. The errors are uniformly distributed over the entire a-priori window, and the relative ratio between the correct estimates (central bin) and the level of the uniform distribution decreases with SNR (figures 3h, 3c, and 3d). However, even for high levels of noise the central peak is significantly larger that the rest of the distribution. The bIue line describes the optimal accuracy that can be achieved using crosscorrelation from multiple pings. Its breaking point represents the optimal breaking point that could have been achieved using stationary sonar and target, and that could be predicted by using the Barankin bound as in [ll, 141. This breaking point however is not attainable, as it relies on careh1 registration of retums from different pings. Such careful registration can only be done if the distance between object to target is kept constant, or if it is known for each ping in advance. It can be seen that robust fusion of multiple pings based on the mode (light blue, and magenta tines) improves noise resiliency while retaining close to optimal achievable accuracy under multiple pings. In general there is no significant improvement in the resiliency to noise when a simple mean of the observations is used due the strong contamination of tbe distribution from outliers (red lines). This confms the mathematical result presented in the preceding sections. 
coNcLusloNs
In summary, we have demonstrated that multiple pings are usefhl for improving the accuracy and in particular the resilience of time-delay estimation to background noise. In particular, we have demonstrated, that a robust statistics such as the mode of the distribution of echo delays which is obtained from multiple pings, significantly decreases the signal-to-noise ratio breakpoint. We have further shown that the mean of this distribution has the same breakpoint as a single ping, thus not contributing at all to the resilience to noise.
